Behavioural mediation of prosodic cues to implicit judgements of trustworthiness
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Abstract

Prosodic information is known to play a role in personality attributions, such as judgements of trustworthiness. Research so far has focused on assessing the determinants of such attributions in static contexts, very often in the form of questionnaires, and not much is known about their dynamics, in particular, how direct experience of behaviour over time influences the interpretation of vocal characteristics. We used the investment game, an innovative methodology adapted from game theory studies, to assess how trust attributions – to virtual players acting more or less cooperatively – are affected by the prosodic characteristics of speakers of a range of British English accents. Regression analysis shows that speaker accent, mean pitch, and articulation rate all influence participants investment decisions, our implicit measure of trust. Furthermore, participants interpretations of these prosodic characteristics interact with how the virtual players behave over time. Our findings are discussed with reference to “Size/Frequency Code” and “Effort Code” accounts of prosodic universals.

Index Terms: game theory, trust, accent, mean pitch, articulation rate

1. Introduction

We make personality inferences spontaneously [1, 2, 3], and evidence suggests that the voice of a person just encountered affects the judgements formed almost immediately in the mind of a listener [4]. Here we consider the role of voice characteristics, and prosody in particular, with respect to attributions of trustworthiness, for which there are limited and inconsistent data. In an interview scenario, where participants had to rate the perceived trustworthiness of embodied conversational agents, high f0 early in the interaction predicted lower trustworthiness attributions [5]. This finding was consistent with an earlier study based on questionnaire responses, where participants rated speakers with high f0 as “less truthful” [6]. The same study also found that speakers with slow rate of speech were rated as “less truthful” and “more passive” [6]. On the other hand, smiling when speaking (which tends to raise f0 [7]) was found to boost trustworthiness judgements [5]. Finally, accents have long been linked to trustworthiness attributes [8, 9, 10] and we were recently shown to affect implicit judgements of trustworthiness, with standard accents being associated with higher trust levels than regional accents [11].

Studies researching specifically the effect of voice characteristics on trustworthiness are scarce, but inferences can be drawn from the literature on the role of voice in deception and in attributions of personality more in general, e.g., the “Big Five” traits [12]. Findings are not wholly consistent, however. Concerning pitch, for example, participants in one deception study consistently raised their f0 when lying [13], while participants in another study perceived a lower pitch in the deceptive messages they heard [14]. A further study failed to find any acoustic differences – including in f0 – in the production of deceptive and truthful messages [15]. From a slightly different perspective, two studies found that actors generally had a lower f0 and slower speech rate when acting sarcastic voices than when they were acting sincere voices [16, 17]. Similarly, sincerity in a synthetic voice was associated with greater pitch range and faster articulation rate [18]; slow speech rate, by contrast, was associated with less competence [19]. Finally, higher f0 was associated with higher agreeableness, which also relates indirectly to trust [20].

We are still far from consensus regarding the direction of association between prosodic features – in particular, speech rate and f0 – and trustworthiness. Methodological differences may account, at least in part, for observed discrepancies between studies. Trustworthiness is a complex and dynamic social attribution, difficult to capture fully through explicit questionnaire rating, the predominant method used so far.

We present a study designed to calibrate listeners’ dynamically responsive trust attributions to voice characteristics, with a game theory methodology that produces implicit measures of trustworthiness. While questionnaires might give rise to essentially attitudinal responses – e.g., based on social stereotypes linked to accents instead of voice characteristics – the investment game allows us to study the impact of voice characteristics on trustworthiness without participants realising that this is the focus of the experiment. To our knowledge, no other study has used such an implicit measure to assess the effect of prosody on trust attributions. Our method has the further advantage of taking into account the development of personality attributions with experience: the participants’ learning about the other player’s behaviour simulates (although in a somewhat contrived manner) the dynamics of personality judgements in real life situations.

2. Method

2.1. The investment game

We used an iterated trust game – “the investment game” – to test how voice-based trust attributions change with experience. Based in game theory [21], it involves making simulated monetary investments to other players, who decide whether to reciprocate the investment or not. The money invested, the de-
ment to [11], in which participants made monetary investments with virtual players associated with different behaviours and accents.

2.2. Participants

Participants were 83 native British English speakers (52 females, 32 males) aged 18-67 (median = 21, SD = 11). They were university undergraduate students who received course credit for participation or members of the public who received monetary compensation. Self-reports on participants' geographical origins were: southwest England (n = 44), southeast England (n = 20), Midlands (n = 7), Wales (n = 5), northwest England (n = 3), East Anglia (n = 2) and northeast England (n = 1). One English-speaking subject from Canada was eliminated from the data-set, as we needed the participants to have had some contact with a wide range of British English accents.

2.3. Stimuli

The utterances used in the experiment were recorded in a sound-attenuated booth. Research is inconclusive regarding which gender elicits the highest trustworthiness judgement [27], and we eliminated this factor from our experimental design, recording twelve female native British English speakers in their twenties. Three speakers had a Plymouth accent, three a Birmingham accent, three a London accent and three spoke standard southern British English (SSBE). Each speaker read four blocks of 20 sentences (one for each round of the game), all approximately the same length (mean number of syllables per sentence 16.95, SD 1.08). Apart from the first utterance of each block, which served for the virtual player to introduce herself, all other utterances were about strategies to follow in the game, e.g.: “I'm going to return more money now, if you invest more as well”; “The goal of the game is to earn as much money as possible”. A noise-removal filter was applied to the recorded utterances, which were then amplitude normalised.

2.4. Procedure

In the investment game, one player has a sum of virtual money which can be invested, in whole or in part, with another player in the hope of receiving an improved return. The amount of money invested is taken as an implicit measure of trust in the hope of receiving an improved return. Since participants learn very quickly to invest higher amounts previously noted, investments increase in the Generous condition and decrease in the Mean condition as the game progresses.

The virtual player's behaviour explained the biggest portion of the variance (χ²(4) = 4269.1, p < 0.001). This was expected, since participants learn very quickly to invest higher amounts of money with Generous virtual players than with Mean virtual players. We also found a main effect of game turn (χ²(5) = 96.02, p < 0.001) and a significant interaction between behaviour and game turn (χ²(6) = 191.88, p < 0.001): as previously noted, investments increase in the Generous condition and decrease in the Mean condition as the game progresses.

3. Results

To determine the effects of game behaviour and vocal characteristics on investments, a mixed-effects regression linear model was fitted to the data using forward stepwise selection, selecting each successive predictor according to the lowest AIC (Akaike Information Criterion [34]). Investment was the dependent variable, behaviour, accent, game turn (i.e. ordinal numbers of the rounds within each game), pitch range, f0, articulation rate and H1-H2 were predictors, and subject was a random factor.

3.1. Effect of game behaviour

The virtual player's behaviour explained the biggest portion of the variance (χ²(4) = 4269.1, p < 0.001). This was expected, since participants learn very quickly to invest higher amounts of money with Generous virtual players than with Mean virtual players. We also found a main effect of game turn (χ²(5) = 96.02, p < 0.001) and a significant interaction between behaviour and game turn (χ²(6) = 191.88, p < 0.001): as previously noted, investments increase in the Generous condition and decrease in the Mean condition as the game progresses.

3.2. Effect of accent

We found an effect of accent, χ²(9) = 30.59, p < 0.001. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons show that average investments to SSBE speakers were higher than the investments to Plymouth (p = 0.005), London (p = 0.022) and Birmingham (p < 0.002)
speakers, with no other pairs showing significant differences. There was also an interaction between accent and behaviour, $\chi^2(12) = 13.63, p = 0.003$. Figure 1 shows investment according to accent and behaviour. Pairwise comparisons showed that the investments in the Generous condition were significantly higher with SSBE speakers than with speakers from Plymouth ($p = 0.04$) and London ($p = 0.014$), and that investments to Birmingham speakers were significantly higher than investments to London ($p = 0.017$) and Birmingham speakers ($p = 0.041$). By contrast, in the Mean condition, investments to SSBE, Plymouth and London speakers were all higher than the investments to Birmingham speakers ($p < 0.001, p = 0.017, p = 0.004$ respectively), and investments to SSBE speakers were also higher than investments to Plymouth speakers ($p = 0.025$).

### 3.3. Effect of prosody

The regression model showed an effect of f0 ($\chi^2(13) = 5.86, p = 0.015$), while articulation rate approached significance ($\chi^2(15) = 3.46, p = 0.063$). Overall, as shown in Figure 2, higher pitch and faster articulation rate were associated with higher investments. As we interpret the participants’ monetary investments in the game as an implicit measure of trust, these results are largely consistent with previous findings (e.g. [5]). There were no effects of pitch range and H1-H2 on investments.

We found an interaction between f0 and game turn ($\chi^2(14) = 12.69, p < 0.001$), with higher f0 more strongly associated with higher investment earlier in the game. There was an interaction between f0 and articulation rate ($\chi^2(16) = 5.38, p = 0.02$), with greater investment for high f0 at fast rate. There was an interaction between articulation rate and behaviour ($\chi^2(17) = 4.58, p = 0.032$), with the effect of faster rate on boosting investment being somewhat greater in the Mean condition (Figure 2). We discuss the interpretation of these effects of prosody on trustworthiness below.

### 4. General Discussion

As previously found, the investment game allows us to assess the effect of voices on implicit trust judgements. Standard southern British English attracted higher overall investment than the other British English accents, but – in accordance with our earlier work [11] – there were differential effects of virtual player accents according to their behaviour. In particular, the Birmingham accent attracted relatively high investment in the Generous condition, but the lowest investment in the Mean condition. We are still exploring the underlying reasons for
this contrast, which may relate to social stereotypes, individual voice quality or a combination of the two.

Two prosodic features previously associated with trust – high pitch and fast articulation rate – influenced our participants’ monetary investments. This is consistent with some, but not all previous studies on attributions of trustworthiness and associated characteristics [5, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20], although the methodology we employed to establish an implicit measure of trust is radically different.

The greater trustworthiness of voices with higher pitch may be related to the “Size/Frequency Code” theory [35], based on higher f0 being generally associated with a smaller larynx and therefore smaller body size. As a consequence, we tend to associate lower f0 with dominance and assertiveness, and higher f0 with friendliness and cooperativeness [36, 37]. In a type of interaction where trust is required, listeners might be more inclined to attribute trustworthiness to a speaker who is perceived as friendly rather than dominating. We note that this interpretation can only be applied to female speakers on the basis of our methodology; it remains to be seen if higher f0 also accords with trustworthiness in male speakers. Furthermore, the relationship between f0 and trust attributions is manifestly not likely to be linear through the range of possible values, partially evidenced in our study by how f0 effects on investment interact with game turn and articulation rate.

The “Effort Code” account [38] may help to explain the association we found between faster articulation rate and higher trustworthiness attributions. Speaking faster can be seen as a corollary of greater conversational effort and hence more engagement in the interaction; manifestly, perceived engagement is likely been seen as a sign of trustworthiness. As with f0, there must be limits to any trust-boosting effects of rate however, and we found differential effect of rate according to whether the virtual player was behaving generously or meanly. It may be considered whether a faster rate impacts on participants’ sense of response urgency and therefore on investment decisions. Previous studies have shown that, under conditions of time pressure, a faster rate in spoken prompts may encourage quicker responding [39, 40], although such pressure was not explicitly present in our context. In addition, a fast speech rate of a synthesized voice did not influence the persuasiveness of a commercial message [41]. Naturally, given the complex interactions that emerged among speech rate, accent and our other variables of interest, future studies tailored to unravel them are needed.

There are likely to be voice characteristics contributing to trustworthiness attributions that have not been considered in this study. Furthermore, the effect of the listener’s personality and their context-driven expectations should also be examined in a comprehensive account. However, our key findings with respect to prosody concur with most of the foregoing literature: higher f0 and faster rate are associated with higher speaker trustworthiness. Given that we have used an implicit measure with no explicit reference to speaker voice in the experimental procedure, we can be confident that the findings reflect genuine paralinguistic effects rather than stereotype-based attributions.
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